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P
_S_A_
A comprehensive description of the technique to obtain a time
series of the quasi-instantaneous transverse vorticity from a
four-wire array of probes is presented. The algorithmic structure
which supports the technique is described in detail and demonstration
data, from a large plane shear layer, are presented to provide a spec-
ific utilization of the technique. Sensitivity calculations are
provided which allow one contribution to the inherent uncertainty of
the technique to be evaluated.
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FOREWORD
The present document is to record the substantial advances made
. in the measurement of the quasi-instantaneous transverse vorticity as
a result of the M.S. Thesis work of C.L. Klewicki. This report is,
in large measure, taken directly from her thesis as it was submitted
in September 1983.
Some specific features: Chapter 6 and Appendix D, have been
added to the original document to clarify the uncertainty/sensitivity
aspects of the measurement technique. Also, since the X-array for the
C.L.K. Thesis had been incorrectly fabricated with an included angle
of 70 degrees (cf the intended II0 degrees), the response function
plots of Chapter 4, Appendix A, and Appendix C of that original docu-
ment are not representative of the conventional probes (with a 90
degree included angle). Hence. these original plots have been
replaced with calibration data from the 1984 Ph.D. thesis ± of P.J.
Disimile.
It is further noted that continuing efforts to streamline and
improve the computational speed of the processing routines, by using
tabular data in place of the analytic functions of the present report,
has led to a modified algorithm for the (Q, 7) calculation. It is
" apparent, from these efforts, that the use of "table-look-ups" cannot
I Disisile, P.J. [1984] "Transverse Vorticity Measuzements in an
Excited Two-Dimensional Mixing Layer" Ph.D. Thesis. Submitted to
Michigan State University, Yune and printed as FSFL-R-83-003.
xi
provide the required accuracy for the voltage-to-speed-and-angle
conversions that are carried out by Process I. The Curlett report:
YSFL-D-85-004, presents a description of the inherent inadequacies of
t
the tabular technique.
xii
ICHAPTER1
INTRODUCTION
The concept of vorticity is fundamental to the understanding of
turbulent flows. Fluctuating, three-dimensional, components of vorti-
city are a necessary condition for a flow to be labeled turbulent;
hence, vorticity (_'_) is a primitive variable of turbulent flows.
Corrsin and Kistler[l]considered this in their study of the boundary
region between a turbulentand non-turbulentflow. A signal from a
pyramidal configurationof four hot-wires, respondingprimarily to the
streamwise component of vorticity, was used to detect the passage of
the turbulent - non-turbulent boundary. More recently Kibens,
Kovasznay and Oswald [2] have developed an anolog circuit for the
detection in real time of the boundary. Several input signals to the
detector were considered. The signal chosen was that used by Corrsin
and Kistler (a signal proportional to _x ) since it offered the most
contrast between the turbulent and non-turbulent regions. Hardin [3]
has used the concept o£ vorticity to model and predict the far field
noise associated with turbulent jets. Willmarth and Begat [4], in
their investigation of the near wall region of a turbulent boundary
layer, used the concept of pressure gradients at the wall as a source
of vorticity. They attempted to measure the streamwise component of
vorticity in order to gain understanding of the turbulent structures
1
2and mechanisms that result in an increase or decrease of drag.
Several other studies, Brown and Roshko [5], Blackwelder and
Eckelmann[6], Eckelmann, Nychas, Brodkey, and Wallace[9], Signor and
Falco[7], Falco and Lovett[S], etc have also used vorticlty in
attempts to understand phenomena associated with turbulent flows,
i.e., coherent structures (typical eddies), bursting phenomenon, mix-
ing, etc. Thus an accurate measurement of the instantaneous vorticity
would be most useful in experimental fluid mechanics.
1.0 Historical Review of Techniques to Measure Vorticity
The measurement of vorticity is much more difficult than measur-
ing velocity. Each component of vorticity involves spatial gradients
in two different directions bf two different velocity components.
Hence, the measuring instruments (hot-wire anemometry, hot films, LDV)
tend to be complex, both geometrically and electrically. Typically if
hot-wires are used, more than one probe is involved, which suggests
multichannels and simultaneous measurements. Even so, the final meas-
urement is usually one or two out of the three components of
vorticity.
Kovasznay [I0], 32 years ago, developed a streamwise vorticity
meter. (Since then, it has been commonly referred to as the
Eovasznay-type probe). It consists of four hot-wires mounted on four
prongs, which form a Wheatstone Bridge when operated as a constant
current anemoneter. The output voltage across opposite prongs is pro-
portional to the streamwise vorticity, _x" Some of the earliest users
3were Uberoi and Corrsin[11]for studiesof the propagationof a turbu-
lence into non-turbulentregions. At that time the probe was assumed
to be insensitiveto cross--streamvelocities. Since that time Kastri-
• nakis, Eckelmann and Willmarth[12]have investigatedthe influence the
effect of these transverse velocities on the _x measured by the
Kovasznay probe. _]_e authors concludedthat instantaneousmeasure-
ments of vorticity in flowsof high turbulence levelsis impossible
since the influenceof the transversevelocity fluctuations(u', v')
cannot be correctedfor; simultaneousknowledge of both u' and v' is
unavailable. A!so the effect of these componentsof velocity can not
be ignored since they may be of the same order of magnitude as the
vorticity signalbeing observed. To allow for the measurement of all
three velocity components and their influenceon _x, Vukoslavcevicand
Wallace[13] constructed a probe with the same configurationas the
Kovasznayprobe but supportedeach wire by a separate pair of prongs
(a total of 8), and electricallyoperated each wire independently. In
effect the configurationis 2 x-arrays in perpendicular planes which
are parallelto theflow. It was concludedthat the instantaneous_x
measurment was badly in error whether transverse velocity components
were accounted for or not, since the effects of the velocity gradients
introduced large errors in their measurement. _]le errors could be
reduced by decreasing the spacingbetween wires, but thermal cross
talk then becomes a problem.
Q
In an investigation of the vortex structures associated with the
bursting phenomenon, Blackwelder and Eckelmann[6] developed a techni-
que to obtain a measure two vorticity components in the near wall
4region. Two hot film sensors in a v-configuration were flush mounted
to the wall with a hot-_zire located directly above, the signals were
considered to be proportional to _x and _z.
The importance of making direct measurements of vorticity is
attested to by the novel concepts that have been developed for this
purpose. Two of these are noted in the following. Frish and Webb[14]
developed an optical method to directly measure vortictiy in fluid
flows. Spherical particles imbedded with crystal mirrors were
suspendedin a liquid. The vorticity _as obtained directly by measur-
ing the time required for laser reflectionsfrom the mirrors to rotate
through small angles,_=.5_. The technique is limitedby sensitivity
of the optics and electronicsto noise and the technique can only
determine the vorticity of one sign. Lane and Dimotakis[15]have used
a laser doppler velocimeter techniqueto measure the circumferential
velocity components at the 4 vertices of a small diamond shaped
region. These velocity components can be related to the curl of V,
i.e. through the use of Stokes theorem. Smoothing and interpolation
procedures _re required since the probabilityof obtainingfour simul-
taneously sampled velocities at the four vertices, is relatively
small.
Foss, in a series of publications[16,17,18] presents the develop-
ment of a technique to obtain a measure of the transversecomponent of
vorticityusing a 4 wire array. The present manuscript reports impor-
tant revisions and improvements of the techniqueand calculation
schemes. The technique lends itself to flows in which large pitch
5angles are encountered; free shear flows, outer regions of boundary
layers and wakes. Specifically, this writing presents the theory and
computational schemes involved in obtaining a time series of the
• transverse vorticity, strain rate, and velocity components for a small
sample domain in a flow field. The influence of the transverse velo-
city, w, on the measurements is analytically described and a technique
to correct for its existance is presented and it is applied to a body
of data. Experimenta! data, obtained in a free shear flow, have been
used to demonstrate the complete technique. An organizational flow
chart of the complete technique used to obtain the values for the time
series of vorticity, strain rate and velocity components from the vor-
ticity probe response voltages, EI,E=,E3,E 4, is shown in Figure I.I.
Each rectangular box represents a supporting calculation scheme used
in determining the time series values. Note that these calculation
schemes utilize various functions which are defined from a complete
calibration data set.
CHAPTER2
VORTICITYMEASUREMENT
2.0 Introduction
A regular time series of voltages from an array of four hot wires
is used to obtain an irregular time history of vorticity. The compu-
tational schemeused to determine the time history of vorticity has
the same basic structure as the scheme described in Foss [21] but with
importantadditionsand revisions. The completemethod is described
herein.
2.1 A Qualitative Description of the Micro-Circulation Domain
The quantities derived from the four wire probe are to be spa-
tially averaged values over a small domain (i Imm). The domain will
be referred to as the 'micro-circulation' domain. These spatially
averagedvalues approach 'pointmeasures' in the flow field for situa-
tions where the scale of the micro-circulationdomain is sufficiently
smallerthan the scalesof themotionbeing studied.An exampleof
such a flow field is shown in Figure 2.1a; the measurements, taken in
the intermittent region of the free shear layer with a hot-wire probe,
approach point measures since the length scale of the probe is much
smaller than that of the energetic turbulent motion. For the smaller
6
7scales, the scheme acts as a low pass spatial filter; ie; the smallest
scale that can be measured is limited by the length scale of the
micro-circulation domain.
In constructing a value for the transverse vorticity, _z" two
spatial velocity gradients are required; _z = 0v/0x - 0u/0y. A value
for the cross-stream spatial gradient 0u/0y may be obtained by using
measurements from two hot wire probes that are parallel to the z-axis
and separated by a distance Ay. The measurement of av/0x, by using
two probes that are displaced in the streamwise direction, would be
disallowed due to probe interference effects. Hence a streamwise
length proportional to (velocity) x (time) is used instead. Foss [16]
used [(1/u)0/0t]=-0/0x; however this formulation does not account for
the contribution of v0[ ]/0y to the 0[ I/at value. A more accurate
description would utilize the total velocity component in the x-y
plane as the convection or translation velocity: (l/Q)0[ ]/0t=-0[
]/as. An incremental streamwise length: 8s, may be defined in this
manner and an appropriately defined sum of such lengths may be used to
create a miuro-domain over which the vorticity (_z) is defined as:
r
<mz> AA = _AA _z dA ; where AA = AsAn (eq. 2.1)
&
A schematic representation of the micro-domain is shown in Figure
2.lb. Note that the width of the domain: An, depends upon the spa-
tial orientation of the parallel array with respect to an average of
the streamwise directions for the time segment used to define the
micro-domain. The time segment is chosen such that the micro-domain
8is nominally square: As=An. As a result of these procedures, the
reqularly sampled voltages: { El(tj),...E4(tj)], are converted to an
irregular time series of spatially averaged values over the
micro-domain: <u(ri)>,<v(Ti)>,<_(_i)>,and <Zxy(ri)>. The irregular
time series: _i, reflects the variable speed of translation as well
as the variable dimensions of the micro-domain.
2.2 The Vorticity Probe
The vorticity probe consists of four hot wires or two arrays: an
x-array and a parallel array. A schematic representation of the probe
is presentedin Figures2.2a and 2.2b. The slantwiresof the x-array
are nominally at an angle of 45° with respect to the probe axis. The
distance between them is of the order 1-,-. The parallel array is
located below the x-array and consists of 2 straight wires which are
parallel to the z-axis. They are separated by a distance of nominally
lnnn. The placement of the parallel array is such that the wires are
directly below the active region of the x-array wires; hence, the
measurements from the parallel and x-arrays are at the same streamwise
location. The distance between centers of the 2 arrays is approxima-
tlely 3.8 nnn.
The fundamental, and the most limiting, assumption in the use of
the four wire array to define _z is that: °
ay/az = 0 for each tj value
9The (gz) separation between the two arrays requires that this assump-
tion be made; its validity is dependent upon the instantaneous
character of the velocity field. One motivation for the present
• algorithm, and that of Foss [17] is that the error in: aT/aZ=O, is
presumed to be much less than the error in the alternative assumption:
aCav/_x)/az=O, a la Foss [18].
Each of the 4 wires of the vorticity probe is fabricated using
the same technique. A representative wire is shown in Figure 2.2.b
The wire is 5 _m tungsten which is copper plated on the ends. The
copper plating enables the wire to be soft-soldered to the ends of the
jeweler's broaches (prongs) and it aerodynamically isolates the active
portion of the wire from the prongs. The total wire length is nomi-
nally 3ram with an active portion of lmmo ie 1/d _ 200. The minimum
spatial _esolution that can be expected is greater than or equal to
lmm. No wire length corrections, (e.g., Wyngaard[19]) were utilized
in the present algorithms. According to Collis and Williams[20] and
others, the effects of bouyancy forces may be neglected if Gr < Re 3.
For the cor dition; Gr_Re 3, the velocity components adjacent to the
wire induced by the buoyancy forces become comparable in magnitude
with the flow velocity being measured. The relation Gr<Re 3 therefore
defines the lowest speed at which the hot wire is capable of measuring
without ambiguity. For the flow conditions and hot-wires used in the
present study the effect of buoyancy forces was insignificant. That
is the Grashoff number was of the order 3.5E-06 (using an overheat
ratio of 1.7) and the Reynolds number based on the 5pro diameter was of
the order .59 for Uoo=2m/s. The free convection effects for these
10
conditions would become significant at a flow speed of .05m/s or less.
2.3 Role of the x-array in the Vorticity Calculation
The primary role of the x-array is to provide a measure of the
pitch angle y at the location of the vorticity probe. This pitch
angle information is used at the parallel array location in defining
the velocity components and the orientation of the micro-circulation
domain with respect to the probe axis. It is assumed that the spatial
variations of the pitch angle are sufficiently small that:
7(x,y,z+6z) -_T(x,y + Al2,z)
-_y(x,y - Al2,z)
A secondary role of the x-array is to provide the requisite informa-
tion to allow a correction for the influence of the transverse
velocity. Namely, if the velocity magnitude determined frum the
x-array exceeds the velocity magnitude defined by the parallel array,
the differeuce may be attributed to the existance of a (w 2) influence
on the hot wire voltages of the x-array. A technique to correct for
this w2 influence is presented in a later section.
2.4 The Vorticity Calculation
2.4.1 Definiton of the Micro-Circulation Domain
The vorticity calculation scheme yields a time series of spatial-
ly averaged quantities; the velocity components ((u>,(v>) and their
11
derivatives from which the transverse vorticity, and the strain rate
are found. _he spatial averagingis performed in a region referred to
as the micro-circulationdomain. This domain has been defined quali-
tively in section 2.1. The present sectionprovides an operational
definitionof thisdomainand specifiestheprocedures_hichare used
to compute the locally averagedquantities.
A key element in the computational procedure is the use of cumu-
lative averaged quantities for the identification of the length (As)
and the width (An) of the micro-circulation domain. The cumulative
averaging procedure can be defined using the terms introduced in Fig-
ure 2.3 and the following operational steps.
For a given time step (tj), the previous and present quantities
are used to define an incremental value; e.g., the convection speed
for the increment: tj_±_tj is:
Qconvection(tj) = 0.5[[(Q3+O_)/2](tj) + [(Q,+Q4)/2](tj_z) ] (eq. 2.2)
The locally averaged quantities at time (Ti) are defined by the incre-
mental values existing between ri_., , and _i" For purposes of
illustration, consider a time counter: ko such that k=O at ri-x" The
convection speed: Qc(tk), and the cumulative average of 7:
<7(tk)>= (70+ 7z + 72 + .-.+ 7k) /(k+i), (eq.2.3)
are used to define an incremental length in the streamwise direction:
12
5s(t k) = Qc(tk) cos(v(t k) - <7(tk)>)(tk-tk_ z) (eq. 2.4)
where 7(tk) is the incremental value for tk_ 1 _ t k.
The corresponding value of the transverse dimension is:
An(t k) = A cos(y(t k) - <7(tk)>). (eq. 2.5)
Note that the An(tk) values will form a convergent series for the
expected, i.e., smoothly varying, 7(tk) values.
The nominally square micro-domain is established by comparing, at
each time step value, An with the cumulative sum of the 5s values.
Namely, for
As(t]:) = _kk,=l 5s(t]_'), (eq. 2.6)
the computational scheme allow k to increase until the cumulative
length first exceeds the current value of the width:
As(t k) 2 An(t k) (eq. 2.7)
The proper number of time steps (N) is defined as that value which
causes As to most nearly equal An. Specifically, N=k if
[As(tk) - _(t k)] < [An(tk_z) - As(tk_ z)]. (eq. 2.8,
Similarly, N=k-1 if the inequality is reversed. These operations
13
define the number of time steps to proceed from ri-x to ri; viz.
_i = _i-1 + N_tj (eq. 2.9)
and the quantities at these two limits will be identified as, for
example, un(_ i) or Un(_i_ x). It is pertinent to note that the nature
of the variable in question defines whether it represents an instan-
taneous (e.g.,Un(_i)),an incremental(e.g.,Ss(tk)),or a cumulative
(e-g.,<Y(ri)>) value. The procedures to evaluate the spatial average
quantities given the correct N value are presented in the following.
2.4.2 Micro-Domain Average Values
The spatial average value for the transverse vorticity over the
micro-circulation domain [AnAs](_i), can be expressed as:
<_z>(ri) = (AsAn) _zdnds. (eq. 2.10)
The area integral in eq. 2.10 is transformed into a contour integral
around the circumference of the parallelogram AsAn by applying Stokes
Theorem:
-x r rn+an/:
<=z> = (AnAs) _Jn_Anl=[un(s+Asl2) - Un(S-Asl2))cos<7>]dn/cos<7>
cs+As/2
_ - Js_As/2[Us(n+An/2) - Us(n-An/2)]ds ] (eq. 2.11)
Figure 2.4 shows a representation of the defined circulation loop
around the circumference of the micro domain. The first integral in
14
equation 2.11 may be interpreted as <aUn/aS> and the second integral
as <aUs/an>. Hence equation 2.11 may be rewritten in terms of these
spatial velocity gradients;
<_z > = <aunlas> - <auslOn> (eq. 2.12)
The strain rate, 8xy , may be readily evaluated using these spatial
velocity gradients; viz.,
<gxy > = <Bunlas> + <Buslan> (eq. 2.13)
The evaluation of <aUn/aS> is estimated using the difference between
the cross-stream velocity un calculated at s and s+As and then divid-
ing by Asi, ie.;
<aUn/aS>(Zi) = [Un(Zi-1) -Un(Zi)] / As(_ i) (eq. 2.14)
where
Un(Zi)= Qp(Zi)sin(7(_i)-<7(:i>) (eq. 2•15)
Un(:i-1) = 0_(:i-_) sin(7(zi-±)-<7(_i>) (eq.2.16)
and
Qp = (Q,+ Q4)12. (eq.2.17)
15
The factor sin(y(Ti)--<y(Ti)>) accounts for the difference between the
direction of the instantaneous streamwise velocity [_(tj)] and the
mean flow direction: <Y(_i)>, for the averaging time _i-I to _i of
" the current micro-circulation domain.
The second integral represents <aUs/an>(Ti) which is analogous to
<au/ay> in laboratory coordinates. The strategy to obtain a value for
<aUs/an>(T i) utilizes a summation of the incremental values of
5Us(t k); namely, for
aUs(t k) = O.5[(Q4-Q3)cos(y(tk)-(Y(tk)) ) +
(Q4-Q,) cos(_(tk-_)-<Y(tk-_) ) ) ] (eq. 2.18)
the <aUsian> value can be written as
<aUs/an(zi)> = k=l[SUs(tk)][SS(tk)] / [An(zi) =15S(tk )] (eq. 2.19)
Note that the factor cos(y(tk)-<y(tk)> ) aligns each incremental con-
vective length: 5s(tk), with the average convection velocity vector
of the fluid element. In a similar manner, the spatial average for
the two velocity components, <Us(_i)> and <Un(Ti)> are also defined
over the micro-circulation domain: AsAn(T i) , as:
(Us(Zi)) = (As)-x_N=l O'5[Qp(tk)c°s(y(tk)-<Y(tk))) +
_(tk_1)cos(y(tk_±)-(Y(tk_1)))]Ss(t k) (eq. 2.20)
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<Un(Zi)> = (As)-I_N=I O'5[Op(tk)sin(y(tk)-<Y(tk)>) +
%(tk_1)sin(y(tk_x)-<Y(tk_1)>)]6s(t k) (eq. 2.21)
Thus equations 2.12-21 are used to obtain values for the irregular
time series of the spatially averaged quantities: <Us(_i)>,<Un(_i)> ,
<aUs/an(ri)>,<aUn/aS(_i)>,<_z(Ti)>,<Vxy(_i)>. These quantities are in
terms of the s-n or micro-circulationdomain coordinates. A coordi-
nate transformation converts these quantities to laboratory
coordinates: x-y; the transformation equations are presented in
Appendix B. The vorticity values are independentof this transforma-
tion but the strain rate, velocity componentsand their derivatives
are not. Figure 2.5 shows the relation between the s-n coordinates,
probe coordinates and the laboratory coordinates. The relative angle
between the x-y and s-n coordinate systems of a given
micro-circulationdomain is given by
+ a(r i) = _ + <7(_i)>, (eq. 2.22)
where 8 is the angle between the vorticity probe axis and the
x-laboratory coordinate and <7(_i)> is the angle between the velocity
vector <Q(ri)>and the vorticity probe axis.
CHAPTER 3
SUPPORTING SCHEMES FOR _IHE VORTICITY CALCULATION
3.0 Introduction
The complete scheme to determine the time history of the
transverse vorticity involves several intermediate calculations; spec-
ifically, the regular time series: [Qx(tj),7(tj)], is computed from
the slant wires of the x-array, and a calculation to correct for the
influence of the transverse velocity component on the computed Qx and
7 values may be performed. The present section describes these calcu-
lation procedures and the extensive processing of the calibration data
that is required to support them.
3.1 Determining Q and 7 From the x-array Voltages
The response of the x-array, [E1,E2](tj), is used to construct
the regular time series of Qx(tj),y(tj). Basically there are three
• schemes that have been evolved from which the Qx and 7 information may
be extracted from the x-array measurements: (1) a
two-equation/two-unknown scheme technique (e.g., Bradshaw [21]), (2) a
table look-up (e.g. Willmarth and Bogar [4]) and (3) an iteratlve :
speed wire/angle wire procedure (Foss [18]). The data base for the
iterative scheme is similar to that required for the table look-up
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technique.Smoothingand interpolationoperationsthatare made pos-
sible by the use of analytic relationships,are employedin the
iterative technique; hence, this method gains accuracy, at the expense
of computation time and complexity, with respect to the table look-up
scheme.
The two-equation/two-unknown scheme is characterized by the
method described by Bradshaw [21]. For E±=A+BQenff and Qeff=Qcos(_-y),
the resulting velocity component equations are:
" z ll/n:
u cos_x+vsin_x= L(EI-Ax)/B_J (eq.3.1)
u cos_, + v sin_,.= [(E'-,-A1)/B,]_/n" (eq. 3.2)
where
7 = T-_"Z(v/u) (eq3.3)
Thus the regular time series of sampled voltages [Ex,E2](t j) from the
x-array are used to obtain a regular time series of u(tj),v(tj),y(tj).
This calculation scheme is referred to (herein) as COSLAWand is des-
cribed more fully in Appendix A. Implicitly, it is assumed that the
cosine relationship is uniformly valid over a range of angles from the
orientation at which the calibration is executed (i.e.; 7=0 for the
present study).
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A correction to the basic cosine relationship can extend the
range of validity for a given slantwire; for example,Foss [16]con-
siders the availableanalytical forms. _]le pitch angle range of
" validity for the cosine and extended cosine laws for a given slant
wire is shown schematicallyin Figure 3.1. Note that the viable range
for an r-array to deliver accurateQ and Y values is limitedby the
inaccuracyof the analytical form at large _-7_ values. The range of
pitch angles where the analytical form fails to describeE=f(Q,7)
relationshipis referred to as the 'outerrange'. This inabilityof a
single analytic form to accurately representE(O,7) in the 'outer
range' motivatesthe developmentof an alternativecalculationstrate-
gy. _he strategy involves the designation,for a given data pair
[EI,E2], of one slant wire as the angle wire and one slant wire as the
speed wire. An iterative calculation is used to determine 0_ and 7
for each sample time tj as noted below.
3.1.1 Speed-Wire/Angle-Wire Technique: Iterative
At a given sample time, tj, one of the slant wires will be
oriented at a relatively large value of 1_-71 while the other will be
at a relatively small value of ]_-7[. The wire at the _nall [_-71
value is designated the 'speedwire' since it is predominantlysensi-d
tlve to the speedQ and minimally sensitive to the pitch angle 7.
Likewise, the wire at large I_-7[ is designated the 'angle wire' and
is most sensitive to 7 with a reduced sensitivity to Q. Figure 3.2
depicts wire 1 as the speed wire and wire 2 as the angle wire (i.e.
7>O°)•
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Given the state shown in Figure 3.2, the pitch angle and flow
speed are determined as follows. From the calibration of the x-array
the functions: fa and fs, are available; specifically,
7 = fa(Ea(7)/Ea(O);Qjj) (eq. 3.4)
Qs = fs(Es;Tc ) (eq. 3.5)
where the convention: (a;b) is used to distinguish between an inde-
pendent variable: 'a', and a parameter: 'b'. Figures 3.3a-c show
schematically how these functions are used to obtain the O,x and 7
values. Note that wire 1 is the speed wire and wire 2 is the angle
wire for this illustration.
The calculation scheme is initiated with an estimate for the
speed 'Qx" via the CDSLAWtechnique. Using Qx as a parameter, the
pitch angle y is determined from the functional form given in eq.
3.4, for which [0z-Qjj [ is minimized. Then, using 7 as a parameter, a
new value for the speed is determined from the functional form given
in eq. 3.5, for which [7-7o I is minimized. (Note, both Qjj and 7c
are members of the calibration grid; see Figure 4.1.) For values of 7 >
# 70 the speed is adjusted accordlngly by (locally) employing the con-
oept of an effective cooling velocity;
Qx(l_'s;7) = Qs [c°s(_"Tc)/C°S(_-7 )] (eq. 3.6)
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The value of Qx" found using eq. 3.6, may then be used as the
parameter to re-evaluate 7. The process iterates to convergence
t
wherein [7n+x-yn[_A7 °. A value of A7°=.5 ° was used for the present
• study, but the value may be arbitrarily established. Note that as
AT°_0 the Q,7 values converge to the true values. This convergence
was observed numerically and it follows from considering the effect of
a perturbation, from the true values, in the sequence of steps shown
in Figures 3.3a-c.
The above iterative scheme accurately determines O_ and 7 for
large [_-7[ values. At the amaller [_-7[ values the accuracy is also
maintained but the convergence time is significantly increased with
respect to using an explicit two-equation/two-unknown scheme. To max-
imize the accuracy and efficiency in determining Qx and 7 from the
[EI,E2] data pairs, the calculation algorithm employs both methods.
The initial value of 7 is determined using the COSLAW; if it exceeds
the ±120 range, then the corresponding Qx value is used as the start-
ing value for the iteration technique. If the initial value of 7 is
within the [7[112 ° range, then this initial value is accepted and the
computation continues with the 0_ and 7 values provided by the (DSLAW
calculation.
4
3.2 Three-Dimensional Effects
3.2.1 Effect of the Transverse Velocity Component on the O_ and 7
Eval ua ti on
Neither the COSLAW nor the iterative scheme accounts for the
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effects of a transverse velocity component (w)on the response of slant
wires. Neglecting this effect may introduce significant errors in the
Qx and 7 values calculated from the "contaminated" x-array voltages.
These errors have been observed, for example, by Vukoslavcevic and
Wallace [13], Bruun [23] and Kastrinakis,Eckelmann and Willmarth [12]
in flows where large turbulenceintensitiesare present. In the ana-
lyses of their data, these authorshave accountedfor the effect of
the transversevelocity by includinghigher order terms in the model
for the hot wire response. The following sectionpresents a different
techniquefor determiningthe magnitude of the transversevelocity(w)
and a method to correctfor its influence on the calculatedvalues of
0x and 7.
3.2.2 Detection of the Transverse Velocity
Consider that a z-component velocity (w) is added to the x-y
plane velocity magnitude (Ox). The change in the parallel array vol-
tages would be relatively small, since this component is parallel to
these wires, however, the speed-wire and the angle-wire would experi-
ence non-negl ibl e changes in their voltages. The speed-wire,
angle-wire voltages that would be created by [0_,7] will retain their
designations as: Es and Ea respectively. The measured voltages, that
include the effect of w, will be designated as Es[m and Ea[m respec-
tively. The effects of w are then designated as the difference (6E)
values as:
Es[m = E s + 6Es and Ea[m = Ea + 5Ea. (eq. 3.7)
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It is pertinent to note that a given w value represents a relatively
larger effect on the angle-wire since its additive cooling effect is a
larger fraction that that which is provided by (Qx,7) acting alone•
• Specifically,
5Ea/Ea > 5Es/Es (eq. 3.8)
Since the x-array voltages are significantly more responsive to
the presence of a z-component velocity that are the vlotages of the
parallel array, an inequality of the form: Qx>Qp may signal the pres-
ence of a z-component of velocity. This inequality is not, however,
uniquely related to the presence of a non-zero w value as noted below.
The physical separation (bz) between the two arrays and the exis-
tance of three-dimensional effects in the flow are sufficient to
produce an inequality in the O_ and Qp values. These effects alone
would create a symmetric distribution for the velocity magnitude
difference: 5Q=[Qx- _] • However, the existance of non-zero w values
will give a positive bias to this distribution. A first order techni-
que, to discriminate between the effect of w and the effect of
80/8z._-0, can be established using the measured frequency distribution
that approximates the probability density function (p.d•f.) of the
velocity difference: p(bQ). A typical frequency distribution is
presented in Figure 3.4. The area of the frequency distribution that
is associated with 5Q<0 represents the dominance of a negative value
of aO/az. If it is assumed that w':O, then a symmetrically distributed
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area for 5Q>0 would exist since the average value of O0/Bx is equal to
zero. For computational simplicity, the magnitude of a "cut-off"
value: 5Qcut_off=SQxp, is defined from the negative values of the 5Q
distribution.Specifically,
ap(SQ)du = kc_ ap(SQ)da (eq. 3.9)
-SQzp -_
where kc may be selected arbitrarily. A nominal value of 0.8 is used
in order that extreme values of 8Q are not inappropriately weighted.
Hence, if 8Q is positive and greater than 50_p, the value of w at the
time of the [Ez,E2] measurement is assumed non-zero. The procedure to
correct the measured voltages, for the influence of this w value, is
described below.
3.2.3 The w2 Correction
The strategy for the correction scheme is that for an "inverse
problem": Given 50_50_p,whatvalueof the transversevelocity(w),
is required 5o cause 5Q to be equal to zero. To answer this question,
the effect of w on the x-array response must be investigated. (It is
assumed that the magnitude of w is identical at both of the slant
"wires.)
The concept of an effective cooling velocity in the x-y plane is
invoked in order to account for the effect of w. The effective cool-
ing velocity may be thought of as a velocity that is perpendicular to
the wire and that provides a cooling effect equal to that of the actu-
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al velocity. The effective velocity may therefore be described as:
%£fltotal = [Q offlx-y. w'] Coq.3.1o
whore: Qoffltota I - cooling effect on the wire including w
Qeff_x_y- cooling effect on the wire from a velocity
in the x-y plane only.
An explicit analytic expression for Qeff[x_y is not required; however,
the response from each of the slant wires may be used to determine its
own effective cooling velocity.
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Qofflspoed-wiro= ([((Es+SEs)2-A(_))IB]zln(_)- [w2]) (eq.3.11)
and
I12
Qefflangle-wire= ([((Ea+SEa)2-A(_))/B]21n(_)- [wZ]) (eq.3.12)
The above coeffients: A B n, wore determined by calibrating the wire
at the respective _ values for each slant wire• If an initial esti-
mate for w 2 is arbitraily selected, then effective velocities for the
speed and angle wires may be computed. Note that these effective
• velocities are in the x-y plane; hence, the initial estimates for the
corrected speed and angle wire voltages may be evaluated by using the
equations:
E2s = A(_s) + B(_s)[Qeff[s ]n(_s) (eq. 3.13)
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E2 a = A(_ a) + B(_a)[Qeff[a ]n(_a) (eq. 3.14)
b
The corrected voltages represent the response of the x-array given the
o
cooling effect of a velocity that is totally in the x-y plane. These
voltages are then used to determine O_ and Y in the same manner
presented previously, i.e., using equations 3.4 and 3.5 and the itera-
tire calculation scheme. A complete utilization of the previously
described scheme also accounts for the second order effect of Y on the
% calculation; viz,:
= o.5[Q,(E,;v) + (eq. 3.15)
The resulting Qx value is then compared with the Qp value determined
from the parallel array response. If the two are in agreement, it is
inferred that the postulated w value is correct; if not, a new w value
is selected and the above computation is repeated until 6Q=O.
The above describes an overvie_ of the strategy for determining
Qx and 7 from the response of an x-array; this strategy assumes that
the proper calibration functions are available. The next section pro-
vides the detailed considerations for obtaining the calibration
functions and the associated processing algorithms that are required
for the complete 'vorticity calculation'.
° CHAPTER 4
CALIBRATION OF THE VORTICITY PROBE AND PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
4.0 Introduction
The objective of the vorticity probe calibration is to obtain
analytical forms that accurately describe the response of each wire
for a range of pitch angles and flow speeds. Specifically the
required analytical forms are:
¥ = fa(Ea(7)/Ea(0) ; Qc) (eq. 4.1)
0_ = fs(Es ; 7c ) (eq. 4.2)
Qs,4 = fp(E3,4 ; Yc) (eq. 4.3)
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 utilize the voltages from the x-array response
and equation 4.3 utilizes the parallel array voltages for the range of
• pitch angles and flow speeds established for the calibration grid.
• The calibration grid is represented in Figure 4.1. For [T[l12 ° the
coefficients determined from a calibration at ¥=0 ° are sufficient to
determine Qx and 7; recall that the COSLAW was shown to provide accu-
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rate results for this range of 7 values. For [7[>12 ° a more elaborate
calibration is required to obtain the functions given in equations
4.1-4.3. The following sections present the details of the complete
calibration: i.e. the calibration facility and equipment, the data
aquisition procedure and the processing of the calibration data to
obtain the required analytical functions.
4.1 The Data Acquisition Facility
A complete set of calibration data is obtained by sampling
[Ex,E2,Es,E 4] at each of the grid points: [Qc,7c ], shown in Figure
4.1. For the present study, 7 flow speeds: =2m/SIQci=13m/s , and 15
pitch angles, ranging from -42 ° to 420 in increments of 6e, were used.
The calibration facility is shown in Figures 4.2a-b. The x and paral-
lel arrays of the vorticity probe are supported by the fixture shown
in figure 4.2b. This fixture is mounted on a vertical stem which is
attached to a (=25cm) horizontal arm. The active portions of the
hot-wires are positioned on the axis of rotation of the stem/arm
assembly; _.e. the hot wires spatial location (x,y,z) remains con-
stant as the probe body is rotated through the calibration pitch
angles. The constant temperature hot wire probes are operated with
DISA 55M01 anemometers and the data acquisition system is based upon a
TSI I075X (12-bit A/D , 0-5 volts, matched 50kHz low pas filters) and
a Charles River Data LSI-II/23 computer (hereafter referred to as 'the
computer'). The rotation of the probe through the set of calibration
pitch angles is computer controlled, which insures the precision and
repeatability of the orientation for each calibration grid point. The
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flow speed is monitored using an additional straight wire (referred to
as the 'reference wire') which is located near the vorticity probe.
m
Prior to calibrating the vorticity probe, the reference wire is call-
- brated using a Validyne DP45-22 pressure transducer and CD12 carrier
demodulator over the same range of speeds as that to be used for the
probe calibration.
4.2 The Calibration Data
The calibration data set is acquired by sampling the 4 wires of
the vorticity probe at each of the 15 angles for the 7 flow speeds.
The reference wire voltage is simultaneously recorded. The final data
set consists of : [E±,Es,Ez,E4,Ere f] taken at each of the conditions
defined by the grid points in Figure 4.1.
The flow speeds indicated by the reference wire are used to cali-
brate one of the straight wires of the parallel array. The selected
wire is designated as the Wmaster-wire'. The remaining 3 wires of the
probe are then calibrated using the speed indicated by the master-wire
for the particular 7c value. The selection is based on the best fit
(i.e. smallest standard deviation) to the modified Collis and Willi-
ams equation:
n(_ c)
" E 2 = A(Tc) + BCTc)Q (eq. 4.4)
STD [01neas. Q] [(N--l) x N (eq. 4.5)
_ __ - 1/'
3O
where: Qmeas. is determined from the reference wire and Q is
evaluated from the measured E and the coefficients of equation 4.4.
This procedure relates 3 of the measured voltages to the 4th voltage
from the designated master-wire. Note that the vorticity is deter-
mined as the difference between two quantities which themselves are
differences, the relative (and not the absolute) values of the vol-
tages at a given time are of principal importance. Hence, a
calibration scheme which maximizes the relative accuracy of the wire
responses is both recommended and utilized. At each of the 7c values,
the [E,Q(Emaster)] pairs are fit to the modified Collis and Williams
equation (eq. 4.4). This results in 15 sets of the coefficients
(ABn) for each of the 4 wires.
4.3 A Measure of the 'Effective' Angle of the Slant Wires
The angle between the wire and the probe axis, (_), is be deter-
mined operationally for each of the slant wires of the x-array. That
is, when the probe is pitched at 7c=t_i2 ° the data provides redundant
measures of _I and _2- The cosine law can be used to obtain a rela-
tion for _ as a function of T:
E2(7) = A(0) + b(0)Q_(_ ) (eq. 4.6)
where Qeff = Q cos(_-y).
Equation 4.6 represents a four parameter family of equations; viz,
A(0), b(0),n(O) and _. The previously described calibration pro-
cedures provide best-fit values for A(0) and n(0); however, b(O) and
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must be evaluated using additional information. Note that the compan-
ion value) B(0), may be used with the calibration data from one other
• angular position to evaluate b(O) and _; specifically,
n(o)
B(0) = b(0) cos (_) (eq. 4.7)
and) for example,
n(o) n(o)
E2(12 °) = A(0) + b(O)cos (_-12°)Q (eq. 4.8)
The second of these equations, i.e.(4.8), may be subjected to an aver-
aging procedure to evaluate the coefficient:
_Ss n(o)K = (1INs) [b(O)cos (J3-12°)] ss=l
where Ns = number of speeds used for the calibration (eq. 4.9)
Since EZ,A(0) 0n(O) and Q are known values, _ can be solved for
explicitly as that value which satisfies:
lr = [B(0)/cosn(O)j3 ] cosn(O)(13_12o ) (eq. 4.10)
. The values of p found using equation 4.10 are approximately 3 ° less
than the measured values. Vukoslavcevic and Wallace[13] have also
observed this difference and attribute it to the hydrodynamic upstream
effect of the prongs on the flow and non-uniform properties of the
wires.
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4.4 Construction of Calibration Functions
4.4.1 The 'Smoothed' Calibration Data Base
t
The hot-wire voltages for wires 1 and 2 represent surfaces above
the Q,7 plane. In principle, these surfaces monotonically increase in
"height" as T_ and as Q increases. Similarly, the voltages from
wires 3 and 4 represent surfaces that monotonically increase in height
with increasing Q but are, in principle, not dependent upon 7- (The
acceleration around the support prongs does provide a weak dependence
upon 7, as shown comparatively in Figures 4.1Oa-b and 4.12a-b. This
effect is also noted in the section 3.2.1 for the w2 correction
scheme. )
The calibration data are acquired at discrete positions in the
(Q,7) plane; see Figure 4.1. To insure the implied differentiability
of the E(Q, T) surface, the discrete data samples are replaced with an
appropriately selected analytic function. The modified Collis and
Williams [20] relationship (eq. 4.4) is used for this purpose. The
coefficients are selected by minimizing the standard deviation (eq.
4.5)for discrete values of n:.20,.21,.22 ...... 70. Recall that Q is
derived from the voltage value of the master-wire and its A,B,n coef-
ficients for that 7 value.
The above procedure is uniformly valid for wires 3 or 4 (i.e.,
the non-master-wire for a given 7) and for wires 1 and 2 in their
speed-wire range of 7 values. For the angle range, and especially for
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large _-7 values, the calibration data may be better fit to equation
4.4 in a piecewise manner. That is, the coefficients A,B,n may vary
for different segments of the velocity range: Omin_Omax. This can
result in a non-differentiable condition at the juncture points of the
Ea(Q;Tc) distributions. However, this condition does not present any
difficulty since the analytical fit in the angle-wire range need only
provide for interpolation between measured velocity values at a given
7- These considerations are explored more fully below.
4.4.2 A Computationally Efficient Form for the Velocity Magnitude
Evaluation
A smoothed calibration "data" base is constructed using equation
4.4. for the speed-wire range of wires I and 2 and for all 7 values
of the non-master-wire: 3 or 4. Each wires' response (E) is analyti-
cally evaluated (using eq. 4.4) at the grid point conditions:
(Qc,7c) of Figure 4.1. The smoothness of these "data*' is insured by
the use of this analytical form.
Drubka and Wlezian [22] have sho, n that a polynomial fit to such
data* can dramatically increase the computational efficiency of evalu-
ating Q fTom a measured E and with a negligible effect on the accuracy
*It is pertinent to note that a polynomial fit to the orginal (i.e.,
the non-smoothed) data base led to a condition in which the higher
derivatives: (anE/aQn)Tc for n_3, did not show a montonic decrease
with increasing Q values. In some cases, this led to problems of
convergence when the iterative method was employed.
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of the E-Q relationship. That is, although eq. 4.4 also offers a
relation for Q=f(E, yc), the computation time is significantly greater
on the computer than using a polynomial of integer powers. The poly-
nomial form is suggested by the inverse form of eq. 4.4: "for a
function that is defined and continuous on a closed interval, there
exists a polynomial that is close to the given function as
desired"(Burden [25]). A 4th order Chebychev polynomial was chosen
since it allowed for maximum accuracy at a reduced degree of the
approximating polynomial. Specifically,
Q(E;Tc ) = _5i=l ai E_(i-1) (eq. 4.12)
where a i are the polynomial coefficients
For each of the slant wires, the approximating polynomial is
required only over the range of 7c for which that wire is designated
the speed-wire:
wire 1 - speed-wire: 7c 2 0°
wire 2 - speed-wire: 7€ I 0 °
For the straight wires, the polynomial coefficients are determined at
every 7 c, even though their responses are a very weak function of the
pitch angle.
4.4.3 The Angle-Wire Response Functions
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The iterative calculation scheme requires that 7 be determined
from a function of the form:
7 = fa(Ea(7)IEa(O) ; Qjj) (eq. 4.13)
where Ea(¥) represents the measured voltage, Qjj is a reference velo-
city that is "close" to that existing at the instant of the
measurement and Ea(0) is the corresponding voltage at T=0 0 for the
angle-wire. The calibration data provide the necessary information to
develop the function "fa""
The procedure to interpolate: E(Q;7c), between the measured Q
values at a given 7c was described in section 4.4.1; from that discus-
sion it is apparent that the subdivision of the velocity range into a
set of Qjj values can be accomplished. The Qjj values are described
as:
O_in I Qjj i O=a= ; 5Qjj= (Qmax-Qmin)/64 (eq. 4.14)
For convenience, fa is expressed as a function of _ with a parametric
dependence upon Qjj as
I
7 = fa(_ ; Qjj) where _ = Ea(Y)IEa(O) (eq. 4.15)
The function: fa is known from the smoothed calibration data, at the
discrete locations described by the 7 values of the calibration pro-
cess: 7c; viz.,
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17cl = 12,18,24,30,36,42 degrees.
Cubic splines are used to interpolate between these discrete 7€
values. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are representative sets of such functions
that were fitted to the smoothed and doubly interpolated data set.
4.5 A ''Data-Day'' Correction Scheme
From the time of calibration to the time of a data day run, the
wires response character may be altered due to corrosion, dust, etc.
The calibration coefficients for the Q and 7 functions (eq. 4.12 and
4.13) may then become invalid. If the overall changes are small and
have only the effect of causing a minor drift in each wire's response,
a linear correction may be applied to the data-day voltages. The mag-
nitude of the drift is estimated by assuming that the data-day
voltages have shifted by 5E 2:
Ed_ = Ec 2 + 5E _, (eq 4.16)
where: Ed - _ata-day voltage and
Ec - voltage measured at the time of the master calibration
time
This expression may be ezpressed in te_s of the coefficient k as:
Ed2 = Ec 2 (1 + ),) ; where _, = 5E2/Ec _. (eq. 4.17)
A 'minor' drift condition is represented by k_-O. For this condition
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wires 3 and 4. Note the slight pitch angle dependence for the G=f(E _)
curves as identified in section 4.4.1; see Figures 4.10a-b and
4.12a-b. This slight 7 dependence is also apparent in Figures 4.ga-b
• and 4.11a-b for the E_=f(Q n) curves.
CHAPTER5
DEMONSTRATIONDATA
5.0 Introduction
A limited body of experimental data has been acquired to demon-
strate the computational procedures described in Chapters 2 and 3.
These experimental results, and the relevant observations that are
inferred from them, are presented in this chapter.
5.1 Expermental Results
The four-wire array was placed in the intermittent region of a
large plane shear layer. The shear layer measurements were taken in
the test section of the Free Shear FI_ Facility that is shown in Fig-
ures 5.1a-b. The probe position: x=lm, y=.099m, was selected to
provide an intermittent condition wherein vortical and non-vortical
fluid would occupy the probe location. _he non-dimensional probe
location may be described in terms of Y±/2 (i.e., the y value such
m
that u/Uo=.5) and the apparant origin (x o) of the linearly growing
shear layer: 5_=C(x-Xo). The vorticity thickness: 5_, is defined
as:
5m = Uo I (aulaY)ma x.
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The non-dimensional: _=(Y-Yzl=)l(z-Zo), location of the probe was
0.076and the correspondingvalueof _/Uo was 0.17.
The data were acquired with an imposed probe angle of: 0=-20°;
. this insured that the large angles of the entrainment stream, with
• azzs, would not exceed the (+)420 pitch angle of therespect to the - "
calibrationgrid.
The four, hot-wire voltages were simultaneously sampled at a rate
of 15,625 hz and the data acquisition computer (see section 4.1) was
able to store a continuous record of 8,125 samples per wire. The ini-
tial processing made use of the scheme, described in Chapter 3, to
convert those voltages to Qx and 7 values at each time value. A value
of 0.25 degrees was used for the 7-convergence criterion. A computa-
tion time of 42 minutes was required on the 11-23 micro-computer(RT-ll
operating system). These (Qx,7) values were then combined with the
measured (E3,E 4) values as the inputs to the computational procedures
described in Chapter 2. This computation time was 16 minutes. The Qx
and 0_ values were then used to correct E± and E= for the presence of
a transverse velocity: w=, as described in Chapter 3. The corrected
7 values were then used to recompute the micro-domain quantities. The
resulting time series for the transverse vorticity, the strain rate
- and velocity components are presented in Figures 5.2a-5.6a. The
influence of the transverse velocity, w on each of these quantities
was also determined. The time series using the corrected values are
presented in Figures 5.2b-5.6b.
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In principle, the transition from the vortical to the
non-vortical state can be characterized by the magnitude of the vorti-
city. In practice, this transition is obscured by the difficulty of
providing a measurement of _-> that is sufficiently free from uncer-
tainties. For the present demonstration data, it is encouraging that
the effect of the w 2 correction has very little influence on the
inferred location of the transition. It is also encouraging that the
_z(_) time series appears to be qualitatively reasonable.
Given the _z(T) signal, it is of interest to note that the vorti-
cal/non-vet tical transition is no t readily apparent in the
correspondingu and v time series record. This observation is compa-
tible with the motivation for the present effort: that the direct
measurement of the transverse vet ticity consitutes a significant
experimental capability for fluid mechanic investigations.
The frequency distribution in Figure 3.4 showed the occurance of
both 0_>% and Qx<% in the processed data. it is speculated that for
Qx>O_, the difference is in part due to the presence of a transverse
velocity (w) and in part due to a[]/az_o. A correction for the w2
influence on the x-array voltages was made (kc=0.8 from eq. 3.9) and
the resulting time series for the vorticity and velocity components
are shown in Figures 5.3b-5.4b. For the present data, the qualitative
character of the signals remain unchanged by the application of the w2
correction. Quantitatively, the magnitude of the vorticity values in
the highly fluctuating regions is increased by approximately
400(1/sec).The velocitycomponents, for the corresponding times,
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showed a slight decrease (approximately .6 m/s) in magnitude for the
large fluctuations of <u> and <v>. The corresponding time series for
the strain rate and velocity derivatives are presented in Figures 5.4
to 5.6.
CHAPTER6
ERRORS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
6.0 Introduction
As shown by the ability of Process I to replicate the (Q,¥) con-
ditions from (_.±, _'2) over the entire range of pitch angle and
velocity conditions of the calibration data set, and given the similar
capabilities of accurately converting (Es, P,) to ((_s, Q4), there are
no inherent errors in the computational scheme for the basic
voltage-velocity conversions. This does not, however, imply that the
method is "error free e_.
The error, in the evaluation of _u>, <v>, or <_z ). for any given
set of voltage measurements, depends upon the specific conditions in
the flow field at the time of the measurements. For example, the
assumption that: 8T/SZ=0o is inherent in the technique and the exent
to which it is violated depends upon the particular conditions in the
flow at the instant of the measurement. Similarly, the error in T,
associated with the presence of a transverse velocity component (w),
and the influence of w on the voltages of the parallel wires represent
flow field dependent error sources. The validity of the "localized
\
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Taylor hypothesis" (Article 2.1) is inherently assumed in this techni-
. que and it is not subject to independent evaluation given the use of
hot-wire anemometry. 1 Hence, it is apparent that errors, in the meas-
urement technique, cannot be addressed in general. One can, however,
establish the sensitivity of the present algorithms to perturbations
in the four wire voltages. The sensitivity of the computations, to
perturbations in E± ...E 4 can, therefore, be used as the basis for one
source of uncertainty estimates. The present chapter identifies the
development of a perturbation scheme and it gives the results of
applying this scheme to a representative set of calibration data.
6.1 The Perturbation Analysis
A pseudo time series, with 1000 entries for each of the four vol-
tages, was created by randomly perturbing the calibration voltages at
each "location" in the calibration grid: Qmin ") Omax and 0 I 7 I 49 o .
The time series values were used as the input to Process I and the
<u>, <v> and <m> (asynchronous) time series outputs, from Process lI,
were used to create the entries shown in Table 6.1. Specifically, the
_ns values of the <u>, <v> and <_z > perturbations and the bias (or
mean) value of _z value that was created by the perturbations are
o
i
Lang and Dimotakis [1984] have presented LDV data which show that
this assumption must be, in general, questioned. Further evalua-
tions of the influence of this assumption on the <_z(_)> values
will be made in future studies at the Free Shear Flows Laboratory.
The present method, however, utilizes aUn/a<s> and it is apparent
that this use of a localized Taylor's hypothesis is superior to
using only the x-component velocity: (1/<u>)(av/at), as examined
by Lang and Dimotakis.
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given in this table. Note that the mean <u> and <v> values are the
Qcos7 and Qsin7 values of the original calibration conditions since
the mean perturbation is zero. The tabulated deviations, for the <u>
and <v> values, reveal that the conversion process is relatively
insensitive to the small perturbation values of this test case.
Similarly, the mean value of the transverse vorticity is relatively
small. The standard deviation of the vorticity is, however, quite
large with respect to it's mean value. This result clearly shows the
sensitivity of the vorticity computation to small perturbations of the
input voltages. This sensitivity can be attributed to the:
"difference-of-differences", character of vorticity computation.
For the segment: [*], of the O.Ol x i 1.0 line, the perturbation valUe[**] is :
[*] [**]
0.45 I • I 0.55 0
0.37 I • < 0.45 and 0.55 < x I 0.63 1 LSB
0.27 I • < 0.37 and 0.63 < • I 0.73 2 LSB
0.15 I • < 0.27 and 0.73 < x i 0.85 3 LSB
0 I • < 0.15 and 0.85 < • I 1.0 4 LSB
where 1 LSB = one least significant bit = 1.22 my.
The perturbation values were derived from the use of a random
number generator with the following properties: i) a given sample
from the generator has a uniform probability of taking on values from
0.0 to 1.0, ii) the 0-)1 line was subdivided into the following seg-
ments and the corresponding perturbation quantities were added to the
Ex, E2, E3 or E4 value from the corresponding location (Q, 7) of the
calibration grid.
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The perturbation, derived from this technique, are essentially
"lowest level" values since they are given as low integer LSB's. The
non-linearity of the voltage to velocity calculations would only allow
a modest extrapolation of these results to larger perturbation levels.
To test the extent, over which a linear extrapolation of the Table 6.1
results might be found valid, the values in Table 6.2 were prepared
using values of 5, I0, and 20 times the perturbations noted above.
The results, for the 5, i0, and 20 times perturbations, were divided
by their respective multipliers before being presented in Table 6.2.
This allows a direct comparison with the primary results of Table 6.1.
As can be seen, there is no significant non-linearity over the indi-
cated span of the perturbations. Hence, the sensitivity of the
computation to small perturbations of the input voltages is well esta-
blished by the primary values of Table 6.1.
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To test the extent, over which a linear extrapolation of the Table 6.1
results might be found valid, the values in Table 6.2 were prepared
using values of 5, 10, and 20 times the perturbations noted above• .
The results, for the 5, 10, and 20 times perturbations, were divided
by their respective multipliers before being presented in Table 6.2.
This allows a direct comparison with the primary results of Table 6.1.
As can be seen, there is no significant non-linearity over the indi-
cated span of the perturbations. Hence, the sensitivity of the
computation to small perturbations of the input voltages is well esta-
blished by the primary values of Table 6.1.
6.1 Computed Values From the Sensitivity
Analysis - With Base Level Perturbation
DATA SET AT GAMMA= 0 DEGREES
TRANSVERSE VORTICITY (l/s)
O (m/s) 0= % DEV ARCTAN(V/U) (STD DEV U)/Q (STD DEV U)/G MEAN STD. DEV.
3.049 -0.224 -0.031 0.97E-03 0.11E-02 -2.133 14.095
4.756 -0.068 -0.016 O.11E-02 0.12E-02 3.830 19.634
6.462 -0.041 -0.016 0.12E-02 0.12E-02 -1.041 25.431
8.169 -0.121 0.019 0.12E-02 0.12E-02 4.734 31.249
9.876 -0.065 0.007 0.12E-02 0.13E-02 11.443 36.276
11.583 -0.018 -0.00_ 0.15E-02 0.14E-02 -0.011 46.421
13.290 -0.083 -0.015 0.14E-02 0.13E-02 5.560 47.262
DATA SET AT GAMMA= 12 DEGREES
TRANSVERSE VORTICITY (1/$)
G (m/s) 0: % DEV ARCTAN(V/U) (STD bEV U)/O (STD DEU V)/G MEAN STD. DEU.
3,049 -0,164 12,122 O,IOE-02 0,11E-02 4,945 14,161
4,756 -0,148 12,068 0.11E-02 0,11E-02 -6,209 21.025
6,462 -0,188 12,091 0.13E-02 0,12E-02 -1,275 23,099
8,169 -0,123 12,088 0,12E-02 0.11E-02 4,515 29,253
9,876 -0,I08 12,077 0,12E-02 0.12E-02 -5,390 35,508
11.583 -0,132 12.023 0,15E-02 0.13E-02 -0,154 44,798
13,290 -0.087 12,072 0,15E-02 0,17E-02 -15,183 58,357
DATA SET AT GAMMA= 18 DEGREES
TRANSVERSE VQRTICITY (l/s)
0 (m/s) 0: % DEV ARCTAN(V/U) (STD DEV U)/O (STD DEV V)/O MEAN STD. DEV.
3,049 -0,194 18.045 0,10E-02 0,10E-02 4,996 15,096
4,756 -0.092 18,045 0,11E-02 0,99E-03 2,341 18,820
6.462 -0,051 18,015 0,12E-02 0,98E-03 -4.261 20,925
8,169 -0,020 18,012 0,12E-02 0,98E-03 0,191 26.515
9,876 -0,136 18,006 0,12E-02 O,lOE-02 5,610 32,448
11,583 -0,075 18,031 0,15E-02 0,15E-02 -7,849 50,794
13,290 -0,145 18,318 0,16E-02 0,28E-02 -3,585 80,407
DATA SET AT GAMMA= 24 DEGREES
TRANSVERSE VORTICITY (l/s)
0 (m/s) 0: % DEV ARCTAN(V/U) (STD DEV U)/O (STD DEV V)/Q MEAN STD. DEV.
3,049 -0,136 24,010 O,IOE-02 0,94E-03 -5,429 14,578
4,756 -0,076 24,015 0,11E-02 0,90E-03 -2,068 17,503
6,462 -0,162 24,042 0,12E-02 0,88E-03 2,670 19,535
8,169 -0,077 24,062 0,13E-02 0,94E-03 -7,323 29,330
9,876 -0,164 24,005 0,12E-02 0,87E-03 -3,367 30,510
11,583 -0,128 24,149 0,17E-02 0,20E-02 1,244 66,329
13,290 -0,091 24,506 0,16E-02 0,19E-02 6,681 68.624
DATA SET AT GAMMA= 30 DEGREES
TRANSUERSE UGRTICXTY (l/s)
0 (m/s) G: % DEV ARCTAN(V/U) (STD DEV U)/O (STD DEV V)/Q MEAN STD. DEU.
.........................................
3,049 -0,249 30,011 0o11E-02 0,92E-03 0,644 16,120
4,756 -0,164 30,028 0,11E-02 0,93E-03 4,932 16,980
6,462 -0.117 30,057 0,12E-02 0,91E-03 -3,825 22,536
8,169 -0.139 30,049 0,12E-02 0,87E-03 -0,505 27,743
9,876 -0,115 30,140 Q,17E-02 0,17E-02 -15,676 55,852
11,583 -0,077 30,357 0,15E-02 0,13E-02 -13,529 51,495
13,290 -0,139 30,482 0,13E-02 0,86E-03 12,536 39,693
DATA SET AT GAMMA- 36 DEGREES
TRANSVERSE VORTICITY (l/s)
Q (m/s) Q: Z DEV ARCTAN(V/U) (STD DEV U)/O (STD DEV V)/O MEAN STD. DEU.
3,049 -0,155 36,111 0,14E-02. 0,13E-02 4,283 23,849
4,756 -0,205 36,015 0,12E-02 0,12E-02 -3,108 22,866
6.462 -0,207 36.068 0,12E-02 0,11E-02 -0,791 27,307
8.169 -0,131 36,012 0,12E-02 0,99E-03 2,427 31,042
9.876 -0,103 36.026 0.14E-02 0,11E-02 6.052 37,777
* 11,5B3 -0,150 36,016 0,13E-02 0,98E-03 10,091 39,190
13,290 -0.086 36,155 0,15E-02 0,11E-02 -10,602 52,785
. DATA SET AT GAMMA- 42 DEGREES TRANSVERSE UORTICITY (1/$)
0 (m/s) 0: Z DEV ARCTAN(V/U). (STD DEV U)/O (STD DEV V)/Q MEAN STD. DEV.
3,049 -0,147 42,180 0,19E-02 0,20E-02 9,008 35,003
4,756 -0,151 42,153 0,19E-02 0,17E-02 -0.201 39.265
6,462 -0,126 42,099 0,15E-02 0,15E-02 -0,223 39,106
8,169 -0.033 42,024 0,14E-02 0,13E-02 0,598 40.815
9,876 -0,203 42,045 0,18E-02 0,16E-02 1,415 47,033
11,583 -0,031 42,045 0,14E-02 0,12E-02 2,580 46,380
13,290 -0,057 42,355 0,15E-02 0,13E-02 4.077 63,535
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6.2 Computed Values From the Sensitivity
Analysis - With Perturbation Multipliers
Multiplier : 5
BAT^ SET AT GAMMa- 0 DEGREES TR^NSUERSE UGRTICZTY (l/s)
Q (m/s) 0: _ DEU ARCTAN(U/U) (STD DEU U)/O (STD DEU U)/Q MEAN 5TD. DEU.
3.049 -0.038 0.010 0.97E-03 0.11E-02 0.221 14.073 •
4.756 -0.008 0.020 0.11E-02 0.12E-02 1.578 19.673
6.462 -0.004 0.015 0.12E-02 0.12E-02 0.717 25.512
8.169 -0.020 0.048 0.12E-02 0.12E-02 1.975 31.250
9.876 -0.010 0.034 0.12E-02 0.13E-02 3.515 36.313
11.583 -0.001 0.024 0.15E-02 0.14E-02 1.328 46.496
13.290 -0.014 0.010 0.14E-02 0.13E-02 2.516 47.334
DATA SET AT GAMMA= 42 DEGREES TR^NSUERSE UORTICITY (1/$)
0 (m/s) 0: % DEU ARCT^N(U/U) (STD DEV U)/O (STD BEU U)/O MEAN STD. DEU.
3.049 -0.004 42.048 0.17E-02 0,16E-02 1.862 27.235
4.756 -0.028 42.105 0.17E-02 0.16E-02 0.999 36.512
6.462 -0.020 42.140 0.15E-02 0.14E-02 0.996 43.112
8.169 -0.004 42.077 0.14E-02 0.13E-02 1.509 42.333
9.876 -0.038 42.085 0.15E-02 0.13E-02 1.749 48.865
11.583 -0.001 42.077 0.13E-02 0.12E-02 2.481 51.200
13.290 -0.009 42.407 0,16E-02 0.14E-02 2.775 70.262
Multiplier = I0
DATA SET AT GAMMA- 0 DEGREES TRANSVERSE UORTICZTY (l/s)
0 (m/s) 0: % DEU ^RCTAN(U/U) (STD DEU U)/O (5TD DEU V)/O MEAN STD. DEU.
3.049 -0.009 0.059 0.97E-03 0,11E-02 0.526 14.039
4.756 0.004 0.060 0.11£-02 0.12E-02 1.223 20.847
6.462 0.004 0.053 0.12E-02 0.12E-02 0.945 25.609
8.169 -0.005 0.083 0.12E-02 0.12E-02 1.666 31.247
9.876 -0.000 0.068 0.12E102 0.13E-02 2.561 36.355
11.58Z 0.007 0.055 0.14E-02 0.13E-02 1.826 47.041
13.290 -0.004 0.042 0.14E-02 0.13E-02 2.152 47.423
D^TA SET AT G^MMA- 42 DEGREES TRANSVERSE UORTICITY (1/$)
0 (m/s) Q: % DEV ARCTAN(V/U) (STD DEV U)/O (STD DEV V)/O MEAN STD. DEV.
3,049 0.014 41.767 0.14E-02 0,13E-02 1.405 20.259
4.756 0.003 41.751 0.15E-02 0.14E-02 O.BSO 30.395
6.462 0.008 41.941 0.14E-02 0.13E-02 1.278 37.693
8.169 0.009 41.996 0.13E-02 0.12E-02 1.730 37.252
9.876 -0.013 42.061 0.15E-02 0.13E-02 1.771 45.445
11.5S3 0.017 42.105 0.14E-02 0.13E-02 2.529 51.778
13.290 -0.001 42.451 0.15E-02 0.14E-02 2.611 64.586
Multiplier = 20
D^T^ SET _T G_MM_- 0 DEGREES TR^NSUERSE VORTZCITY (1/$)
0 (m/s) 0: % DEU ARCTAN(V/U) (STD DEV US/O (STD DEV V)/Q MEaN STD. DEV.
............... -.......... O.IOE-02 0.731 14.028
3.049 0.013 0.129 0.10E-02 1 0 _ 20.886
4.756 0.019 0.140 0.11E-02 0.12E-02 ....
6.462 0.014 0.120 0.12E-02 0.12E-02 1.162 26.756
8.169 0.007 0.148 0.12E-02 0.12E-02 1.564 31.227
9.876 0.009 0.131 0.12E-02 0.13E-02 2.154 36.437
11.583 0.020 0.107 0.14E-02 0.13E-02 1.681 47.055
13.290 0.004 o.lol 0._4E-02 0.13E-02 2.004 47.559
DATA SET AT GAMMA = 42 DEGREES TRANSVERSE VORTICITY (I/s}
Q (m/s) 0: % DEV ARCTAN(U/U) (STD DEV U)/O (STD DEV V)/O MEAN STD. DEV.
3.049 0.036 40.999 0.11E-02 0.11E-02 1.158 18.665
4.756 0.025 40.988 0.13E-02 0.12E-02 1.180 25.321
6.462 0.027 41.367 0.13E-02 0.13E-02 1.218 30,979
8.169 0.029 41.575 0.13E-02 0.12E-02 1.496 35.790
9.876 0.008 41.733 0.14E-02 0.12E-02 1.752 41.521
11.583 0.035 41.894 0.14E-02 0.12E-02 2.207 49.565
13,290 0.010 42.287 0o14E-02 0.13E-02 2.517 58.409
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CHAFI'ER7
SUMMARY
A method to obtain time series for the transverse vorticity, and
the in-plane velocity components from 4 hot-wire voltages has been
presented. The method includes several calculation schemes• The
iterative scheme, which determines the velocity magnitude (0_) and (7)
from the voltages of the x-array, is basically the same as Foss[18];
however several significant improvements have been made in this compu-
tation procedure. Specifically, the present scheme utilizes the
two-equation two-unknown method (COSLAW) for pitch angles that are
within ?_12 ° of the probe axis• This modification significantly
decreases the computation time. without decreasing the accuracy, and
it provides a viable first estimate of the flow speed as required for
the iterative procedure (]7])12°)• An evaluation of the iterative
• method subsequent to the preparation of [18], revealed a very slow
convergence at small 7 values; hence, the used of the COSLAW solves an
inherent problem with the iterative method. The iterative method is
found to be relatively efficient at large pitch angle values; when the
calibration data are inserted in the (0_,7) calculation scheme. Using
Qx and ¥ values determined from COSLAW as initial estimates the method
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converged to the correct values within 3 interations at the large
pitch angles for a convergence criterion of A7=.25 °.
The use of a temporally aligned (s-n), micro-domain in the
present computational scheme is considered to be a significant
improvement compared with the (x-y) orientation of the previous
method. Specifically, the basis for the space (Ss)/time (Stk) cor-
respondence of the convected (Uc) fluid element is more rational if
the velocity vector in the x-y plane is used for the convective speed.
The variable size and orientation of the micro-domains is compatible
with the reconstruction of the time series (_i).
The locally defined s-n coordinates require that coordinate
transformation techniques be used to evaluate the velocity components
and their spatial derivatives in the laboratory, or (x-y), coordi-
nates. These considerations have been used for the demonstration data
of the present study and the coordinate transformations account for
the pitched probe orientation (8=-200 ) as well as the s-n orientation
with respect to the probe axis.
The calibration of the vorticity probe and the subsequent cali-
bration functions, (7=f(_ Qj j) , (_=f(E_ ,7c) ) have revealed some
interesting characteristics of the vorticity probe. Namely at large
[_-71 values the aerodynamic influence of the parallel array on the
slant wire adjacent to it, is suggested by the consiatent appearance
of a steepening in the 7=f(_;Qjj) function for 7>36 o . In the present
configu_ation of the vorticity probe, wire 1 sho_s this steepening
5O
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trend, see Figure 4.3a. The same steepening character was found to
exist in two previous calibration curves for different wires but in
the same position, that is the trend appeared in the x-array wire
• directly above the parallel array. A study to determine the minimum
distance for which no significant effect is observed would be useful.
The calibration speed functions for the parallel wires showed a
slight dependence for specific ranges of pitch angle. These ranges
corresponded alternately for the large [7[ values in which one wire
affected the flow on the other wire. Specifically wire 4 appeared to
show the pitch angle dependence for large positive 7 and negligible
dependence for 7<0, see Figures 4.12a-b. The opposite trend was
observed for wire 3.
The designation of a 'master wire' for the evaluation of the flow
speeds during calibration was introduced by Fossil7]. The present
calibration scheme utilizes this concept in defining one of the wires
of the parallel array as a master wire, for each pitch angle used dur-
• ing the vorticity probe calibration. The straight wire chosen, wire 3
or 4, is based on the minimum STD of the data fit to the response
function at a given 7c. This is in constrast with the technique of
[18] which defined on straight wire as the master wire for the entire
cal ibration.
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Figure 3.1. Angle Range of Validity for Cosine and ExtendedCosine Laws
Notes: (i) Wire 2 calibrationdata were used for this illustration.
(ii) Range of validitynf cosine Ima (1): y < ll2°l.
(iii) Estimate for the range of validityof the extended
cosine law (II): -24° <y < I_,obtained from processed
calibrationdata of Foss[lg-Tg]: see Figure 3 of that
reference.
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Note: Values corrected for W2 Influence
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Figure 5.3a. Transverse vorticity time series (see Figure 5.2a. notes)
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APPENDIX A
COSLAW
The technique, COSLAW, uses the voltages from the x-array to
obtain estimates for Qx and 7. These estimates are either accepted as
valid measures of Qx and T (JTJ £12°) or are utilized as initial values
for the iterative scheme.
The COSLAWtechnique employs the following form of the Collis and
Williams equation.
n(')
E z = A(O) + b(O)Qef f (eq. A.1)
where
Qeff = qx cos(J3-7) (eq. A.la)
and
b(O)=B(o)/€osn(°)_
Note that B(O) is the coefficient determined for the modified Collis
and Williams form (eq. 4.4) and the calibration data at T=0 °.
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Equation A.1 may then be wzitten fez both slant wires in an expanded
form. as_
[ (E_=-&(0))/b=]_/n(°) = %_os(p=-_)
= _(cosp_.cos_ + sinp_sin_,) (eq. A.2)
(EzZ-Az(O))/b2] l/n(°) = O_€os(_z-7)
= O_(cos_2cos¥ + sin_2sin¥) (eq. A.3)
Recognizin S that u=O_cos T and V=QxSin Y equations A.2 and A.3 may be
rewritten as:
Cz = u cos_l + v sin_± (eq. A.4)
Cz = u cos_ z + v sin_2 (eq. A.5)
where
]llnk(o)Ck = (EkZ-Ak(O))/bk(O) ; fcrr k=l,2.
Equations A.4 and A.5 are then solved simultaneously for the velocity
t
components u and v;
u : A-1 [Clsin_= - Czsin_] (eq. A. 6)
98
and
v = A-± [C2cos_:" - C:Lcosl_2] (eq. A.7)
where
A = cos_lsin_2 - sin_±cos_2,
from which O_ and T are readily determined as:
1/:
Qx = [us + v2]
7 : TAN-_ (v/u).
The COSLAW technique is considered to adequately dete_mlne Qx and
7 for values of T_[12°[. Figure A.1 shows the difference between cal-
culated values of T (using COSLAW) and the Tc value of the calibration
data. Note that this difference is both speed and angle dependent.
Table A.1 presents the numerical values of these differences as well
as the percent difference between the calculated and measured speed
values for both slant wires. For T(112°[ these differences for both
wires are relatively constant and adequately close to zero at all flow
speeds. This is the angle-range for which the COSLAW technique is
considered valid in determining values for Qx and T. It is interest-
ins to note that the COSLAW provides a relatively accurate O_ value
for a much larger range of T values; the relative errors in the u and
v calculations are self-compensating since (t_(uS+vZ) x/_.
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Figure A.1. Difference between True Angle and Angle Calculated
using the COSLAW
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TABLE A. 1
ACCURACYOF COSLAW
a. [(%-_os)/_] * 100.
,,Is 3.973 5.808 7.642 9.746 11.310 13.145 14.979
7
-42.0 -1.069 -1.108 -1.333 -1.494 -1.882 -1.980 -2.272
-36.0 -0.341 -0.894 -1.064 -1.318 -1.405 -1.395 -1.399
-30.0 0.276 -0.225 -0.450 -0.732 -0.794 -0.923 -1.024
-24.0 0.080 0.228 0.099 -0.092 -0.377 -0.691 -0.813
-18.0 0.172 0.220 0.258 -0.002 -0.195 -0.348 -0.479
-12.0 0.235 0.456 0.362 0.266 0.128 -0.038 -0.199
0.0 0.131 0.178 0.150 0,181 0.124 0.164 0.042
12.0 -0.286 0.200 0.392 0.323 0.168 0.089 -0.137
18.0 -0.177 0.051 0.166 0.176 -0.042 -0.022 -0.206
24.0 -1.310 -0.375 -0.106 -0.137 -0.333 -0.627 -0.825
30.0 -2.211 -1.520 -1.289 -1.247 -1.192 -1.151 -1.179
36.0 -3.088 -2.317 -2.095 -2.094 -1.915 -1.923 -2.015
42.0 -3.251 -2.896 -2.603 -2.730 -2.670 -2.627 -2.833
b. 7c _ 7cos
-42.0 -9.586 -7.736 -6.666 -5.938 -5.393 -4.991 -4 678
-36.0 -5.240 -3.874 -3.128 -2.581 -2.193 -1.910 -1 684
-30.0 -2.651 -1.773 -1.293 -0.990 -0.757 -0,592 -0 432
-24.0 -1.304 -0.829 -0.496 -0.356 -0.205 -0.111 -0 074
-18.0 -0.741 -0.405 -0.248 -0.099 -0.027 0.054 0 085
-12.0 -0.369 -0.173 -0.097 -0.024 0.030 0.010 0 064
0.0 -0.024 -0.010 -0.029 -0.012 0.009 -0.005 0 011
12.0 0.323 0.025 -0.076 -0.208 -0.252 -0.240 -0 245
18.0 0.609 0.154 -0,103 -0.188 -0.281 -0.315 -0 334
24.0 1.319 0.501 0.146 -0.092 -0.194 -0.295 -0 300
30.0 2.569 1.440 0.820 0.437 0.175 0.030 -0.076
36.0 4.907 3.356 2.491 1.936 1.554 1.248 1.024
42.0 8.898 7.251 6.267 5.574 5.055 4.672 4.320
ioi
APPENDIXB
COORDINATETRANSFORMATION
The spatially averaged values, associated with a given
micro-domain, are in terms of the local s-n (micro-domain) coordi-
nates. A coordinate transformation is used to express the values in
terms of the laboratory coordinates; x-y. From Spencer[29], the
transformation for the velocity components in tensor notation is given
by;
* (eq. B. i)
xi = xj eji
where * quantities represent the value in the new corrdinates; x-y,
non-starred values are in terms of the original coordinates;
s-n, and eki and elk are direction cosines.
i
By setting i=l and i=2, the velocity components u and v may be
expressed in terms of u s and v n as;
U* = u s cosa- un sina (eq. B.2)
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ve = u s sinu + un cosa. (eq. B.3)
Similarly, the transformation for the spatial derivatives in tensor
notation is given by;
A* (eq. B.4)i,j = eki eli Ak, l
To express one spatial derivative in the new coordinates, four spatial
derivatives in the s-n system must be converted to x-y corrdinates.
The following sequence presents the transformations to obtain 8u/ay
and av/ax. Specifically, au/By may be written as;
Bux/Bx 2 = e±±ex2 BuxlBxx + e2xex2 Bu21Bxx +
exxe2_ Bu_lBx 2 + e2xe22 Bu21Bx 2 (eq. B.5)
which is determined from setting i=I and j=2 in eq. B.4.
BulBy = cosa sina BUslBs - sin2a BunlBs +
€osaa Buslan - sina cosa BunlBn (eq. B.6)
BulBy = cos2a BuslBn - sin_a BunlBs +
sina cosa (BUs/BS - Bun/Bn) (eq. B.7) .
Similarly by setting i=2 and j=l in eq. B.4 the equation for BvlBx is
Bu21Bxx = exzexxBuxlBxx + e2_exxBu21Bxx +
103
ez=e==au_/ax = + e=ze=zau=/ax = (eq. B.8)
BvlBx = sine cosa BUslB s + cos=a BUnlBs -
sin=a _Us/an - €osa sine _Un/Sn (eq. B.9)
8v/ax = €os=a aUn/aS - sin=a aUs/an +
sina cosa (BUs/aS - aUn/Sn) (eq. B.10)
whe_e
a = 0 + 7. (eq. B.I1)
Since the vo_ticity is coordinate independent (perpendicular to the
x-y plane), the equation for its value should be the same in terms of
s-n and x-y. By the addition of eqs. B.7 and B.IO, it can be shown
that the v_rticity vectors in the s-n and x-y coordinates, do have the
same form:
av/Sx - 8u/ay = aUn/as _ 8Us/an" (eq. B.12)
APPENDIX C
RESPONSE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
For each of the four wires of the vorticity probe the response
function, i.e. modified Collis and Williams equation, was determined
at every calibration pitch angle 7c" The set of coefficients, [ABn],
from each of these functions are presented in Figures C.1-C.4 as a
function of 7c, for each of the wires.
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APPENDIX D
FLOW C_LARTSFOR TIlE CALIBRATION AND
DATA PROCESSING ALGORI_IHMS
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Nomenclature used in Flow Charts
A,B,n calibrationcoefficientsat a given angle (7c) for the modified
Collis and Williams equation
ajp Jth polynomial coefficientsfrom Q vs E2 for parallel wires (3 or 4)
E2Jthpolynomial coefficientfrom Q vs for the speed wire of the
ajs
x-array
Cja jth cubic spllne coefficientfrom 7 vs n
EN voltage from wire N: N-I...4
E parallel wire voltage (wire 3 and 4)P
E a voltage (pressuretransducer or referencehot-wire) that is
reference
used to determine the velocity in the calibrationdata set
Q velocity magnitude in the x-y plane
Q speed computed from x-array
Qc convection speed
Q* speed computed from polynomial form
Qd speed measured during data day calibration
QJJ subdividedvalues of the calibrationrange of Velocities:
[QMAX-QMIN]/[num*K]
Qp average of speeds computed from wires 3 and 4
Us,UN velocity components in the intrinsic (s,n) coordinates for a
given velocity measurement. Note, UN(t)=O; however, <_UN/SS> # 0
(in general) for a given microcirculationdomain
hum a designated number to subdividethe velocities of the calibration
data set (e.g., 8)
u,v velocity components (x,y) in the laboratorycoordinates
a pitch angle in laboratory coordinatesa = 7 + 9
iii
B angle of the normal to a wire in the x-array as determinedopera-
tionally using the "cosine law" cooling relationshipand its average
" value for a range of velocities.
• _s,_n length and width of the micro circulationdomain referencedto the
intrinsic(s,n) coordinates
7 pitch angle of the flow with respect to the probe axis (Note, for probe
axis in x-dlrection,7"arc tan _f/u))
7 angular position used to calibratethe probec
6s incrementaldistance in the streamwlsedirection: _s - u 6t
c
q a voltage ratio: Ea(7,Qjj)/Ea(O,Qjj)used to determine the pitch angle
(7) of the velocity vector
O angle of probe axis in laboratory coordinates
data day correction term for the data day voltages
Z time variable for the quantities referencedto the micro circulation
domain
Special Symbols
K,J number of velocities and angles in the calibrationdata set
N designates the wire number: 1,2 of the x-array or 3,4 of the parallel
array
i,J iterationcounters
< > a quasi-instantaneousvalue; the value bracketed has been averaged over
the micro domain (=I x 1 mm2)
Q
, Subscripts
( )s' ( )a refers to the speed and angle wires of x-array
( )d refers to data-day value...If a master calibrationis not repeated
at the time when a data acquisitionrun is executed. (Note, the
data-day calibrationis only executed at 7=0)
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This program converts the measured voltages from the four-wire
array into the coefficientsrequired for the processingprogram
(Process I). It creates the coefficientsfor the speed-wlrerange
of the x-array (1,2) and for all angles of the parallel-array(3,4).
Note: The four wire array is positioned in the flow at a known
angle, with respect to the probe axis, 7c, and at a known flow speed
Q before the four voltages (El, E2, E3, Ed) are recorded during the
calibrationdata run.
113 CAIMAN
i START ')
" I input: angles used to calibrate; 7cj;
l
l number of ansles, J;numberof flowspeeds,K;
• i
of the calibrationgrid
I
y
input five voltages: Ereferenc e and Ei, E2, E3_ E4
Note: thesedata are takenat each 7c_ fromCALIBJ
Determine Master Wire for 7cj:
I. fit wire 3 and wire 4 data to modifiedCollis& Williamseq.; i.e.,
determineA, B, n:
n(rcl )
2 = A(Ycj ) + B(Tcj)Qref ; Qref. " f(Eref.; Yc] ) and p=3,4Ep
2. determine 'best fit'
K 1
i=l
1
* 2
. [Ep - A(Tcj) f(_cJ) for p - 3,4where q
L B(Tcj) J
3. designatewire 3 or 4 as MasterWire based on minimumSTD[Qref-Q]
L
i14
Fit data from remaining 3 wires to Collls and Williams eq.; i.e., detezlnlne
A,B,n
"N(Tcj)
2 - _(Ycj) + BN(Tcj) Wmaster ; where Qmaster= f(Emaster)EN
output:_(Tcj),_N(Taj), n_(_cj)
Note: Smoothedcalihratlondata are definedusingA,B,n coefficients.All
subsequentstepsutilizethe smoothedcalibrationdata.l
Note: for computational speed, a polynomial form is used for the parallel
wires (3,4)and for the "speed-wire"rangeof the x-array. The coefficients:
aiN are storedfor thesewires.
Fit data to polynomialformfor wires 3,4 and speedwire of x-array
5
E 2(i-I)Q(Tcj;E N) = aiN EN
i=l
where Q = QMIN + (k-l)_Q ; k = i, ...K
6Q - (QMAX- QMIN)/(K-I)
QMAX, QMIN are the max and min speeds used
in the calibration.
Output: aiN;i=I,5
NO
Computeand outputa smoothedcalibrationdata set: EN = EN(Qk,TcJ)
E2(Qk' n(7cj)(Q;EN);N=I....4 using 7cj)= A(Tcj)+ B(Ycj)Qk '
for Qk = QMIN + (k-l)6Q; k=l,...K
7cj ; j-l,...J
i.
I 115
. DetermineBN for wires of the x-array (N=I,2)
K
i) Compute8N = _ 8Nk for N=I,2
k=l 1
/SN(Yr)_"N(°_
[co., ]where B.Nk TAN-I r _N(O) ]= sin 7r
7r " 7(j+l)/2
and 7(j_l)/2
1
Output: _N; g-l,2 I
1
l
1
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This program provides for the coefficientsthat are required to
implementthe angle calculationof the x-array data processing:
7=7(n;QJJ) where n=Ea(7;QJJ)/E (O;QJJ). The cubica
spline coefficientsfor the 7=7(n) curves are output for use in
Process I.
Note: The full velocity range: [QMAX-QMIN]is naturally
subdividedinto the k discrete speeds of the calibrationdata
set. This range is further subdivided into the discrete QJJ
values where 6QJJ is, for example,
6QJJ - qMAX-QMIN qMAX-QMIN
num* K " 64
given that k=8 and num (for number)-8.
117 ETAMAN
Input: smoothed calibration data set for E , E
A_(Tc).B,(yc}.n_(yc) ; _-I.2andI_cI=_2.18. .._2
" degrees from CALMA_
Qmax' Qmln - maximum and minimum flowspeed
" used for calibration
!
Subdivide the flow speed range into hum * K speeds: I
define 6QJJ - (Qmax-Qmln)/(num* K) Iset i-I (counter for QJJs)
T
Compute E(7c ; QJJi) for the angle wire range for wires I & 2 using
for wire 1 as angle wire: (i.e., - 7c Imax _ 7cJ _ O)
wire 2 as angle wire: (i.e., 0 _ 7cj _ 7cImax)
E(Tcj;QJJi)
Determine nj E(O ; QJJi)
where: E(O;QJJi) - [A(O) + B(O) OJji(O)]I12
" T
Fit cubic splines between sequential data pairs (7¢,nj ; QJJi)
• Output the spline coefficients (ci; i=1,2,3) for each wire (I & 2)
NO_
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COSLAW
This subroutine is implemented'asthe first step of Process I.
Its results are (Q,7) from the x-array and it determines if an
iterative computationis required: [7[ > ]Tr[, and (if required)
which wires (1,2) will serve as the speed and angle wires for the
iteratlveprocess.
119 COSLAW
i
,B
AN, BN, nN for N-I,2 at 7-0
• 1!
Iset: _I B./cosS. IB2 " z iB2/cosB21
I2 --
B1
1
C2 - B2 ' - Q cos(82-y)
1
Expand: Q cos(Bg-7)= Q(cosBNcos7+ cosSNslnT);for N=I,2
Q sln 7
IC1 Z u cos B1 + v sin 81
C2 u cos B2 . v sin B2
solve simultaneouslyfor u & v
q - [u 2 . v2] 1/2
-I V7 R 1:an --
U
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PROCESS I
This programutilizesthe calibrationcoefficientsfromCALMAN
and ETAMAN and computes:
+
Q, 7, Q3' Q4
from the measured voltages
E1 , E2 , E3, E4
a
PROCESS [
(START) 121
(I+X)N-I 'data day' correction factor for minor drift
r **
Input: voltages E1, E2, E3, E4
. from data acquisition program,
correct voltages for minor drift
(_ # 0) if necessary
ICompute Q and 7 from cosine law. Use A, B and nvalues at 7"0 for wires 1 and 2.
_ YES
NO
NO WIRE 1 " 'speed-wire' [
WIRE 2 - 'angle wire' I
1WIREi-'an_lewire'(WIRE 2 - 'speed wire'
Set iteration counter [i=O
ICompute:
Ea (O,Q) = A(O) + B(O) Qn(O)
using A(O), B(0), n(O) from
LFlow Chart A output
Ea(measured) 1Compute n = Ea(O,Q)
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Determine QJJ: i.e. select QJJ
such that IQ-QJJJ is minimized
NOTE: _QJJ = [QMAX - QMINynum * K]
Input the appropriate (i.e., for QJJ)
Icubic spline coefficients: for J=0,I,2,3from the output of ETAMAN Cja
Compute •
?i " 7(n;QJJ)
n3
= CO + C1 n + C2 n" + C3
Determine )'c c
that 17i-7 cl is minimized
t
5
Compute: q*(Tc'Es) " E ajs E2(J-l)s
j=l
. cos(g-7c)
Compute: Q = Q
cos (_'-.ri )
p
NO
123
I " LDeterminey¢: i.e. select7c Compute: Inputcalibrationdata
17-_'cI is _ 5• Isuchthat minimized _ ajp for J-l...5
z2(j_1)Qp(7c, Ep) - ajp P
• J=l
NOTE: p-3,4 (parallelarray)
1
I !Output: Q3' Q4' 7, Q
NO ___
notes: speed-wlre:s
angle-wire : a
@
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PROCESS II
This program computes the velocity and vorticity time series from
the time series data: Q, 7, Q3' Q4 of PROCESS I.
125 PROCESS II
START)
..
Input: e:
ll:
6t:
angle between probe axis and x-laboratory coordinate
distance between straight wires of the parallel array
I/data sample rate
YES
ldefine wire on +yJIt-....__.:.N;.;O::::..c~.Wi.re 4 on. the :+,y sideside as wire 4
-
I Input: Q3' Q4' 1 (radians)
Set: j
-
1 counter for t
i - 0 counter for 't
k - o counter for 6t's used in
defining the micro-domain
Initialize values for 't-O
I
Q (0)
- (Q + Q4 )/2p 31 1
Q (0)
- Q: c p
I
I Q3 );dQ(O) - (Q -41 1
1(0) .. Y
't -00
$$ .
i-i+11
$
I k· - k+1j
- j+l
..
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Calculate: QPk = (Q3(tJ) + Q4(tj))/2'
dQk = (Q4(tj) - Q3(tj))
<Qc>k (QPk + )12= QPk-I
...... 1
i
Compute: averageangle <Tk>for the timestepk
<7)k = [k <7k_i> + 7k]/(k+1)
: incremental convected length:
6sk - <Qc>k cOS[Tk-<7> k] _t
: cumulative convected length
Ask = Ask_ 1 + 6sk
: cumulative micro domain width
Ank = A cos(7k - <?>k)
NO
.......
•zi = zi_1 + k _tI
<7(zi)>= <_>N ]
I 127
Define: Un(_i) = Qp(ri) sin (7N - <7(_.)>i)
Us(T.)I= Qp(r.)lcos (7N - <7(_.)>1)
dUs(tk) = .5[dQk cos (7 k - <7>k)
• + dQk (cos (Tk_I - <7>k_l)
compute micro-circulatlon domain derivatives and velocities
8U
<____n
_s (_i)> = [Un(_i-l) - Un(_i)]/AsN
au
<__£
as (_i)> = [Us(_i-l) - Us(_i)]/AsN
N NaU
<__£
an ('i) > . { E [dUs(tk)][_Sk] I Ank} E _Sk
k=I k-i
au au
<___n . _ <__is.o_i)>8n (_i)> as
1 cos(Tk_ <Y>k) +
<Us(_i)> = _sN E "5[QPkk=l$$
I cos( -<'>k1)1
QPk-I 7k-I -
set: k 0 <_z(ri)> = <___nn
" as(_i)>- <-_(_!)>
QPk " QPN
dUk " dUN ITransform to laboratory coordinates CALL XYLAB I
<7>k - <7>N
7k " 7N
As - 0 Define midpoint of the local time series
An = 0 as the equivalent data-point-time:
tM = _i-I + N _t]2
Output:tM,<U>,<V>, ay ' _x '
@-= = NO
(STOP)
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This subroutine is used to transform the velocity components, and
their derivatives,from the intrinsics-n coordinatesto the t
laboratoryx-y coordinates. Note that the partial derivative
aU /an is not available;it is approximated(using a planar (x,y)
n
flow conservationof mass statement)as shown below.
xY______
129
Cx_)
• Is
IT_ansfo_ spatialderivauivesand velocities[{
e - angle between probe-axis and laboratory x-axis
1
<_,(__uo) _u _s n sin2 + s 2
<_>. (_u aunl au au--- s s sin2a+ n 2ax as 7n cos_sln_- a'--. -_s cos
<U> = <U > cosa- <U > sina
s n
<V> = <U > sina+ <U > cosa
s n
<___u><av>
<_xy> = ay + _x
• ( ,_ )
130
8
Q
DATADA¥
This program is used to determineif a multiplier IX[ is required to
bring the master calibrationdata into agreementwith the data-day
(7=0) calibrationdata. The motivation for this is to eliminatethe
need for a complete recalibration,of the wires at all angles, on
the day of the data acquisition.
DAT_AY
i_I
1 .
• Prior to _nning experiment:
Acquire data day calibration data; i.e., Eld, E2d, E3d,
• E4d at 7-0 for range of K flow speeds
note: ( )d signifies"dataday"
• 7=0 '1Identify master wire 3 or 4 foras done in CAIMAN
.1
Compute the speed using Emaster
E2mcL.- Am(O)Qi " [ LB(0)' ; i=l, ...K
m
where m-master for the data day calibration
i1.
Compute k (data day correction factor)
dTi I ; i = I.... l
Xi'N = _(o) + BN(O)Q_(O) N=I,4
where o = originalcalibration
K
!_iK__ ,N _= i, 4Compute kN " ...
!-I
132
To determine if iN are sufficientlysmall, •
Compute:
2
[_._-_°__o,Qd,i " BN(o) for i=l...KN-I, .4
K
oo_o_oo_o_.[_2 [o_._-o_]:_'_
i=l
NO __IMaster calibrationinvalidl
lirecalibrationis necessaryI
To be used to correctdata-day data
for minor variations
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